
clean up the racf database and
obtain an initial role model

sf-secuclean®

An elementary fact regarding security becomes very apparent whenever you react to the results of a
z/OS penetration test or audit, as well as during the initial setup of a role model: it is particularly diffi-
cult to eliminate excessive or redundant authorizations in RACF, i.e. to streamline access lists, lower the
universal access authority (UACC) or even delete profiles. Cleaning up the RACF database and the
subsequent "tightening" of your existing security configuration is simply one of the most "feared"
consequences of any audit report or role-modeling project.
What are the practical problems involved when cleaning up the RACF database? To retroactively improve
a system’s security, i.e. to question existing authorizations by removing, reorganizing or reducing these,
always involves the real risk of negatively influencing productive processes and provoking subtle failures.
Actually, a golden rule in IT is to "never change a running system!" Nobody knows which users access which
resources and would eventually sign a corresponding statement as definitive. Management is therefore
constantly challenged to provide their security team with the necessary motivation for such a cleanup
project while taking into account its primarily abstract values of security and compliance. At first glance,
it seems as if everyone involved "has nothing to gain." But this is no longer true – there is good news!
The right technology and support make it easy to clean up RACF – and also worthwhile from a prac-
tical point of view. Deleted profiles, streamlined access lists, compact groups – all these avoid overhead
in RACF’s processing and thus save CPU time concerning each resource access check – several millions
of which occur daily.
Setting up an initial role model creates challenges quite similar to a RACF cleanup. The first step is to
define the current status quo of the required authorizations for all users. You must determine which
resources each user must access regarding his or her "role(s)" in the company’s business. A complete and
comprehensive assessment in this field is a prerequisite for the second step, which includes the develop-
ment of a role model based on effectively required, i.e. non-excessive authorizations.
Both challenges – cleaning up RACF and setting up an initial role model – provoke a common techno-
logical desire to perform a long-term observation of all resource access requests. SF-SecuClean provides
you with this efficient long-term monitoring for RACF environments. Its high performance and cost-
effective technology allows you to easily 1) clean up and streamline the security configurations defined
by the RACF database (e.g. streamlining access lists, lowering UACCs, removing global access authori-
zations, deleting profiles, etc.), and 2) perform the necessary assessment of the currently required access
authorities to set up an initial role model.
SF-SecuClean’s technology extends the standard RACF environment with the required resource access
monitoring without influencing RACF’s actual decisions. All resource access requests are registered in a
database (DB2) that is available for online evaluation and reporting at any time. A precise knowledge base
is created over time regarding which users (must) access which resources on which access levels for their
daily work. The longer the observation period, the greater the informative value of this monitoring becomes.
In the end, i.e. after a sufficient length of time, clarity arises regarding each user’s actually required
authorizations, which then allows you to reconfigure and optimize the RACF database with minimum risk.
Of course, SF-SecuClean’s unique monitoring capabilities also support daily work in your RACF ad-
ministration, security monitoring, system programming and IT audit departments. Information regarding
(real) occurring access requests can be obtained online at any time by following a simple procedure.
SF-SecuClean is therefore the ideal solution for all mainframe users across all business sectors or com-
pany sizes. It is also the “perfect match” for all pragmatic z/OS users who dismiss any "monitoring and
compliance overkill" and just desire a state-of-the-art cleanup and high-performance configuration of
their RACF security without investing a lot in CPU time and other costs. Check it out!
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» What does it mean to clean up the
RACF database in practice?
The following functions assist you in
cleaning up the RACF database, i.e. to

• delete any unused and therefore re-
dundant user, group and resource pro-
files,

• aggregate profiles expediently,
• cut unnecessary authorizations given

by excessive access lists,
• delete redundant entries from access

lists,
• remove global access authorizations,
• reorganize groups to keep access lists

small, as well as to
• selectively lower the universal access

(UACC) to further limit access, or
• increase the UACC to, in some cases,

keep the access list (more) compact.

» What advantages are gained from
cleaning up the RACF database?
First, such a cleanup provides the RACF
database with a degree of transparen-
cy, relief from redundancy, and compli-
ance required in today’s IT environ-
ment. It will depict a representative
as-is state of your required authoriza-
tions that is free of the usual authori-
zation backlogs. Second, RACF’s per-
formance is increased while its CPU
usage required for security checks is
decreased. Overly extensive access lists,
unused profiles, etc. result in avoidable
overhead since RACF must run through
these redundant structures itself every
time as well. You must also consider
that the volume of resource access
checks performed in a productive z/OS
system can easily exceed several mil-
lions a day.

» What problems and risks arise from
lowering the UACC in practice?
The so-called “universal access” control
of a RACF profile, abbreviated UACC,
determines the general access autho-
rity to the resources protected by the
profile. The UACC steps in whenever
the user’s authority is not determined
by the profile’s access list, i.e. via a
corresponding user or group-related
entry. Thus, in the case of a required
UACC cut, the main challenge is to
identify all users accessing relevant
resources via the profile’s UACC -
instead of its access list. These users
need to be entered in the profile’s
access list before adjusting the UACC.
It is exactly in such cases that SF Secu-
Clean provides the necessary clear
answer by providing the required
long-term resource access monitoring.
Its comprehensive technology keeps
track of all resource accesses including
the details, such as user ID, access level,

etc. Users accessing the resource with-
out being authorized by the current
access list need to be added in order to
avoid any production problems. Stan-
dard reports provided by SF-SecuClean
let you easily identify such required
access list entries.

» Why are alternatives to SF-SecuClean’s
approach usually riskier, more pro-
blematic and, in the end, more cost-
intensive?
To realize how practical and important
this issue really is, consider how often
a company’s management has chosen
to do without a UACC or access list cut
after having thoroughly examined all
the potential risks together with their
specialists. The following alternative
procedures are likely to be discussed
while management searches for a
quick and cheap solution:

a) Analyzing the RACF SMF records: The
problem results from incompleteness
of the SMF records. RACF’s event log-
ging depends on too many controls,
such as the audit settings on the user,
profile and class levels, for example.
There are also RACF classes and autho-
rity check types that ignore any audit
setting (see below). It is therefore
highly likely that the relevant SMF
evaluations are incomplete. System
administrators will also be partly
afraid of potential operative problems
to their applications, such as extended
CPU and response times in case of ad-
ditionally enabled logging that causes
a significant increase in SMF records.

b) Enabling the so-called “warning mo-
de”: By changing a profile into war-
ning mode, all access requests not
covered by the access list or the UACC
are temporarily approved together
with an explicit log thereof. An evalua-
tion of the RACF SMF records tagged
with “warning mode” over a corres-
ponding length of time, will, together
with ongoing access list maintenance,
eventually result in the required access
list. If no further access requests arise
thanks to the warning mode, it can be
turned off again. What is the root of
the problem and the high risk invol-
ved from an authorization cut via the
“warning mode method”? When the
warning mode is activated, all users
virtually receive unlimited access to all
the resources protected by the profile.
When these resources are files, these
are also in danger of being deleted.
This kind of high risk is only very hard
to justify in a typical productive en-
vironment, actually only as an excep-
tion. In the worst case, warning mode
profiles are completely neglected and
remain a security gap for a long time.

Note that both approaches are sub-
optimal and involve serious risks.
However, SF-SecuClean lets you avoid
these unacceptable security and ope-
rational risks by using a trouble-free
and high-performance technology that
completely records all resource access
requests without producing SMF records
or any impact on the actual process.

» Why does RACF’s regular [audit] log-
ging not result in the completeness
required by such a long-term monito-
ring?
The potential insufficient complete-
ness of z/OS and RACF SMF log data is
a complex and extensive subject.
When you need to implement com-
plete long-term monitoring of resour-
ce accesses, gaps in the SMF-based log-
ging can be due to the fact that

• RACF does not log any access requests
for users with the PRIVILEGED attribute,

• nor does LOGOPTIONS(ALWAYS) result
in guaranteed logging, e.g. in the case
of “RACROUTE REQUEST=FASTAUTH”
access checks,

• global access regulations result in a cor-
responding absence of logging activity,

• applications with their own resource
access requests may suppress any log-
ging, and

• RACF commands that just list and
search through profiles are principally
not logged.
SF-SecuClean closes this gap with truly
complete logging of all your resource
access requests.

» Why is long-term monitoring also a
prerequisite in successfully setting up
an initial role model?
The records provided by long-term
monitoring are not only useful for a
RACF cleanup, but are also the ideal
basis for an initial role model that
reflects the as-is status of required
authorizations. Why does an initial
evaluation of your required authoriza-
tions based on the RACF database only
lead to less than optimal results? With-
out a preliminary cleanup, the RACF
database is most likely to grant too far-
reaching authorizations. This means,
the RACF database is more or less far
away from representing the “ideal”
situation, where all users are authori-
zed on a “need to have” basis. A corres-
ponding role model would imply ex-
cessive authorizations and practically
stand in the way of a real restart that
is always based on a non-redundant,
slim and strict authorization model.
All in all, when you set up a role mo-
del in the area of mainframe security,

follow these steps: a) Establish long-
term monitoring, and b) systemati-
cally clean up security definitions and
authorities. Only then can an initial
role model be derived from the “now
clean” as-is state of the RACF database.

» What distinguishes our SF-SecuClean
technology from other solutions?
Access to resources and relevant access
checks constantly occur in a produc-
tive system because of the many pro-
cesses running on it. Its high-frequent
execution and deep implementation in
the operating and RACF systems cause
extreme demands to such a monito-
ring technology. SF-SecuClean proves
its worth in terms of reliability, flexibi-
lity, performance, stability, non-interfe-
rence and robustness as shown below.

» SF-SecuClean
• monitors all resource access requests,

including those performed via FAST-
AUTH and the PRIVILEGED attribute,

• does not create additional SMF records,
and thus cannot have negative effects
on regular SMF processing,

• never interferes with and delays your
actual applications and processes,

• never depends on the RACF audit set-
tings on the user, profile or class levels,

• allows free choice regarding the moni-
tored resource classes,

• keeps all results in DB2 tables for highly
flexible processing, such as for SQL-
based reporting,

• includes standard reports that provide
answers to typical concerns,

• prevents any data loss during DB2 off-
times via a secure intermediate sto-
rage,

• optimizes its processing to minimize
DB2-related processing,

• supports the optional exclusion of de-
dicated applications, users, classes, etc.,

• supports dynamic RACF exits in case
an installation has made them “dyna-
mic,”

• represents no risk since no automatic
alteration of the RACF database is per-
formed, but recommendations result
in the form of reports,

• optionally forwards results to IDM, IDS
and SIEM systems,

• guarantees full automation of all its
processes involved, and

• causes minimum CPU consumption
thanks to highly efficient routines and
optimized overall processing.

» No doubt, because of SF-SecuClean,
achieving transparency, compliance
and performance of the RACF data-
base have never been easier and
more efficient, and at such minimal
cost. Take our word for it!

»cleaning up racf has never been so easy and risk-free!sf-secuclean®
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